
Appendix 1  

 

Police and Crime Committee – 15 October 2019 

Responses to Requests for actions from previous meetings of the 

Committee  

 

4 September 2019 

From the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime: 

In relation to the Rape Review, the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime was requested to 

inform Members when the Justice Matters meeting which would discuss the Rape Review would 

take place, the following response was received: 

On behalf of Sophie Linden, Deputy Mayor for Police and Crime and following the Deputy 

Mayor’s undertaking to inform you of the date and location of the next Justice Matters Round 

Table, I would like to welcome PCC members to attend the next Justice Matter’s roundtable 

event on Friday 11 October, 11.30 – 13.00 at City Hall.  This is a public event taking place in 

Committee Room 3.  It will be broadcast live and equally can be watched on line.  

The meeting will focus on The London Rape Review published in July 2019 by the Mayor’s 

Office for Police & Crime.  

At the meeting, partners will discuss the Rape Review and Victims’ Commissioner 

recommendations and seek to develop an action plan on how to address systemic issues 

identified in this report, including delays and timeliness in rape cases; disclosure and the 

intrusive access to victim personal data; barriers to accessing information; and support for 

victims.  

 

From the Victims’ Commissioner for London 

During the course of the discussion, the Victims’ Commissioner for London undertook to 

explain how the Mayor’s Office for Policing and Crime (MOPAC) would ensure that the Crown 

Prosecution Service and the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) would act on the findings of 

Rape Review.  The following response was received: 

The Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime will continue to work with the Victims’ Commissioner 

to communicate the issues arising from the rape review to partners and table the 

recommendations for action at her regular meetings with both the MPS and Crown Prosecution 

Service.   

MOPAC will stay apprised of any developments and monitor progress on agreed actions through 

its VAWG [Violence against Women and Girls] Board which has representation from both 

agencies. We will be tabling this for discussion at the next VAWG board to agree next steps for 

working in partnership. 

 

  



3 July 2019 

From the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime 

 

During the course of the discussion, the Deputy Mayor for Policing and Crime undertook to: 

 Consider the way violence data was shown on the Crime Dashboard and include an 

explanation about the data; 
 

The MOPAC dashboards do not show ranking by ward for any of the crime types featured 

within them nor does it show these crimes measured as a percentage change over time.   

For example, the MOPAC Crime dashboard (which includes information across London on 

violence with injury) allows users to view the volume or rates of the chosen crime type across 

the boroughs and, when a borough is selected, the peak wards for these crimes.  

The dashboards have user instructions which include descriptions of what each element 

within the dashboard shows to aid in the interpretation of this data. 

 

 Discuss with the British Transport Police whether it would be possible to include their figures 

for Antisocial Behaviour on public transport on the Crime Dashboard; 
 

MOPAC has advised that this is an issue for the MPS. 

 Provide the number of Independent Custody Visitor visits by custody suite; and 

 

London’s 22 ICV panels are made up of over 236 volunteers. Each Panel is expected to make 

weekly visits to the Custody Suites within their Panel boundaries throughout the year. For the 

year April 2018-March 2019 ICV panels two thirds of London’s 22 panels completed 90%  

(46 visits per year) of their schedule weekly visits. The reminding third of panels have 

completed between 70%- 80% (36-41 visits per year) of their visits. However MOPAC has 

identified that Sutton was closed due to the Custody Estate restructure part way through the 

year. MOPAC is also aware that two panels (Lewisham and Wandsworth) do not have 

sufficient volunteers to complete weekly visits and therefore have a reduced schedule of twice 

monthly, these panels have completed 100% of their scheduled visits. 

 

 Provide information on what MOPAC had done to support people who wanted to be 

Independent Custody Visitors but their usual custody suite had closed and provide the figure 

for how many Independent Custody Visitors had given up their role as a result of the closure 

of their usual custody suite. 

If someone applies to become an ICVs but the borough they live or work in does not have a 

24/7 suite we offer them the chance to join the nearest panel. E.G. If you live or work in 

Harrow you will be offered Brent or Barnet. 

Since 2018/19 there has been one closure of a 24/7 suites which has resulted in the 

disbanding of a panel – Sutton and of the 8 panel members 2 are exploring moving to 

Wandsworth or Croydon.  Therefore 6 have given up their role. 

 



We are aware that Greenwich panel will close in 2019/20 and all six members have identified 

their desire to move to Bexley or Lewisham when the suite becomes a contingency. 

We have recently (this week) been informed that Hounslow will close to become a 

contingency suite in Summer 2020 and we will work with the panel members to encourage 

them to move to Heathrow or Acton. 

 


